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Abstract: A generalization of the missing plot technique in univariate linear models to the multivariate case is given in this 
paper. The estimate of the missing observation vector produces the correct error matrix and the correct parameter estimates 
but the hypothesis matrix is biased. The adjustment required to the test, for achieving the desired level of significance, when 
the biased hypothesis matrix is used, is derived. 
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1. Introduction 2. Multivariate linear model 
If an observation in a univariate model is missing, 
the missing plot technique consists in replacing 
the missing observation by an algebraic quantity 
that minimizes the error sum of squares (s.s.). This 
technique preserves the original design matrix and 
gives the correct error S.S. and the correct least 
squares estimates of parameters. In this paper, we 
show that, for a multivariate linear model, when 
one observation vector is missing, we can use this 
technique on each of the variables separately and 
then we get, not only the correct error S.S. for each 
variable, but also the correct error sum of prod- 
ucts (s.p.) also, for every pair of variables. 
However, as in univariate linear models, this 
technique does not give the correct hypothesis 
matrix for testing a linear hypothesis. Hotelling’s 
generalized r,‘, used for testing a linear hypothe- 
sis will then be biased. 
Consider the linear model, 
Y=xp+&, (2.1) 
where Y is n Xp, X is n X m of rank m, j3 is 
m X p and E is n Xp. x is known, p is unknown 
and the rows of E have independent p-variate 
normal distributions, with the same but unknown 
covariance matrix 2. This is expressed as 
V(E) =2@1,, (2.2) 
where 8 denotes Kronecker product of two 
matrices, and V stands for the variance-covari- 
ante matrix. The least squares estimate of p is 
p= (X’X))iX’Y (2.3) 
and 
Most practitioners will like to ignore this bias 
and proceed but then the desired level of signifi- 
cance is not achieved. The distribution of this To2 
and the modifications required to the test, to 
obtain the desired level of significance, are in- 
vestigated. 
IQ) =2@ (x’x))‘. 
For testing the hypothesis 
H,:p=O, 
the hypothesis matrix is 
H = /I!‘( X’X)p^. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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which has the central Wishart distribution with m 
degrees of freedom (d.f.) and scale matrix 2:. We 
denote this by 
servation Y, by a row vector I’, forming the 
augmented matrix, 
H- W,(H; 2, m). (2.6) 
r,= r, 
[ 1 1’ 
The error matrix is The error matrix 
E= Y’(I,-X(X’X)-‘X’)Y (2.7) 
and has the W,( E; 2; n - m) distribution, in- 
dependent of H. The hypothesis Ha is then tested 
by the Hotelling’s generalized To2 test criterion, 
E,= r,‘(r,-X(X’X)-‘X’)Y, (3.6) 
T,’ = tr( E-‘H). (2.8) 
where tr stands for the trace of a matrix. The 
distribution of TO2 depends on n - m, m and p 
only. Let us denote the distribution of TO2 by 
Ti(n - m, m, p) and its lOO(1 -(u)% point by 
T,‘(n - m, m, p). These percentage points are 
available in Pillai and Young (1971). We reject H, 
if the observed TO2 exceeds T,‘(n - m, m, p) and 
the level of significance is then (Y. 
is then calculated and 1 is determined by minimiz- 
ing the trace of E, with respect to I. (This is the 
same as determining I,, the ith component of I, by 
minimizing the i th diagonal element of E, or in 
short using the missing plot technique separately 
for each of the p variables.) We find that 
1’ = xi( xTx)-‘x;Ye. (3.7) 
If we substitute this value back in E,, it is the 
same as the correct error matrix (3.4), and also 
that 
llf, = (X’X)_lX’Y, (3.8) 
3. A missing observation in the multivariate model 
Partition Y, X as 
Y=[$ x=[y, (3-l) 
where y,’ and x: are row vectors. Suppose the n th 
observation y,’ is missing. The correct least squares 
estimate of p is then 
p^ = (x,‘xJ’x,‘r,. (3.2) 
where e stands for existing observations. The vari- 
ante-covariance matrix of this p^ is 
V(B) =zs (x,‘x,)_‘, 
and the correct error matrix is 
(3.3) 
Y,$_, - x,(xx-‘x~)r,. 
with n - 1 - m d.f. 
(3.4) 
However, usually the original design matrix X 
is well planned to yield an (X’X)-’ with a good 
pattern but (X,‘XJ’ is not so. The missing plot 
technique consists in augmenting the existing ob- 
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(3.5) 
is the correct least squares estimate p of (3.2). 
Thus not only the correct error sums of squares of 
the p variables are producted but also the correct 
error sum of products are also obtained. The 
degrees of freedom are however one less than the 
usual n-m. 
But the matrix 
H, = ,&( X’X>& (3.9) 
following (2.5) is not the correct hypothesis matrix, 
because the variance-covariance matrix of fi, is 
not (2.4) but 
V(Ba) =Z@ (x,‘x,)_‘. (3.10) 
Consequently, Hotelling’s statistic 
T,’ = tr( E;‘H,) (3.11) 
is not the correct one. The test that rejects H, 
when 
T,‘> T,*(n - 1 - m, m, p) (3.12) 
does not have (Y as the level of significance, as one 
might think. We need to derive the distribution of 
T,’ and seek modifications in the above test to 
achieve the desired level of significance (Y. 
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4. Distribution of T,’ 
The correct hypothesis matrix, when an observa- 
tion is missing, is 
H=&(XXX (4.1) 
= &,I< X’X- X,X:,)@a 
= Ha - ,&x,x;s,. (4.2) 
From (3.10), 
V(&X”) =X:,(x;x,)-‘X;~ 
= x:, (X’X)_l + 
[ 
( xfx)-‘x,x;( X’X)_’ 
1 - Xi( x/x))ix, 1 
xn 
-2 






z = (1 - b)1’2b-1’*&n. (4-5) 
It is easy to see that, under H,, Z has a p-variate 
normal distribution with zero means and covari- 
ante matrix 2; that is 
Z - N,(O, 2). (4.6) 
From (4.2), 
=(H-ZZ’)+(l-b)-lZZ’ 




It can now be proved that H * and ZZ ’ are 
independently distributed. A heuristic argument is 
that H is the hypothesis matrix for testing fi = 0, 
while ZZ’ is the hypothesis matrix for testing a 
linear function of p, and so ZZ ’ is a part of H. A 
rigorous proof will consist of expressing H - ZZ ’ 
and ZZ ’ as Y,‘P Y, and Y,‘QY, and showing that 
PQ is null and that P, Q are idempotent matrices. 
Finally, therefore, 
T,’ = tr( EL’H,) 
= tr Eil( H* + (1 - b)-‘ZZ’). 
where 
(4.9) 
E, - WP( E,; 2; n - 1 -m), 




Z - N,(O, E)> 
all the three being independent. 
(4.12) 
Since H * + (1 - b)-‘ZZ’ is a linear combina- 
tion of independent Wishart matrices, and not the 
sum, the exact null distribution of T,’ is involved. 
But like the linear combination of independent x2 
variables we shall approximate the distribution of 
M=H*+(l-b)-iZZ’ (4.13) 
by that of a suitable multiple of a Wishart matrix. 
Tan and Gupta (1983) have studied such an ap- 
proximation. In the next section, we derive this, 
by a slightly different simpler approach and then 
will return to the distribution of Ta2. 
5. Linear combination of Wisbart matrices 
Let us approximate the distribution of M defined 
in (4.13) by a Wishart distribution of scale matrix 
r and degrees of freedom f, both chosen in such a 
way that the first and second order moments of M 
agree with those of this Wishart distribution. The 
mean of the Wishart distribution if fr and the 
covariance matrix of the p2 elements of the 
Wishart matrix, written as a vector (notation vet) 
by stacking the columns of the matrix is 
(Muirhead, 1982) 
f($z+K)(r@I?, (5.1) 
where the explicit of definition of K is not neces- 
sary here, though it is given in Muirhead (1982): 
Equating these to the mean 
E(M)=[(m-1)+(1-b)-+ 
= a$, say, (5.2) 
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and to the covariance matrix 
V(vec M) = a,( 1,~ + K)(2 8 2) 
with 
a2 = (m - 1) + (1 -b)_*, 
we find 
f=a:/a,, r = (a,/a,)2. 
Thus A4 is approximately distributed as 
Wp(M; (q/q)& a:/$). 
6. Approximate distribution of T,’ 
From (4.9) 
T,’ = tr EL ‘M 





where ( a2/a,) E, and M are independent Wishart 
matrices with the same scale matrix (~,/a,)2 and 
d.f. n - 1 - m and f respectively. Hence 
(u,/u,)T - Tt(n - m - 1, f, P). (6.2) 
Therefore, the hypothesis H, should be rejected 
when 
T,‘> (a2/a,)T,2(n - 1 -m, f, P), (6.3) 
to achieve the desired level of significance. If one 
uses the test (3.12), the level of significance will 
not be cy but 
y = Prob(T: > Ta2(n - 1 - m, m, p)) 
= Prob(( a,/a,)T: 
> (u,/~,)T~~(n - 1 -m, m, P)) (b-4) 
and hence y’ will be given by 
(a,/a,)T,*(n - 1 -m, m, P) 
= Tt(n - 1 -m, f, p). (6.5) 
Even (6.3) and (6.5) are not exact as we approxi- 
mated the distribution of M, but it is a better 
approximation as noticed by Tan and Gupta 
(1983). 
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7. Some comments 
(a) It is possible to use the correct H given by 
(4.2) but in practice, it is more convenient to 
substitute the vector I of (3.7) for the missing 
observations and proceed in the “usual” way using 
the well patterned X’X and (X/X)-‘. 
(b) There are other multivariate criteria like 




and the results in this paper can be used for these 
criteria too with some adjustments. 
(c) We considered only one missing observa- 
tion, but it is a straightforward generalization to 
extend it to several missing observations. If s 
observations are missing, E will have n - s - m 
d.f. 
(d) We considered the “full” hypothesis p = 0 
in this paper, but a “sub” hypothesis or a general 
linear hypothesis can be dealt with very similarly. 
(e) We assumed X’X to be of full rank, but if 
that is not so, a generalized inverse should replace 
(X’X)_‘, with appropriate changes in the d.f. 
n-m of E. 
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